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Appendix 1 

McArdle Energy Reservoir 
Visualising the energy ‘reservoir’ in Activities of Daily Living  

This diagram was developed to assist GSD V patients to visualise the problem and thus better 
understand the need to balance their energy output and energy input. It is meant as a patient’s 
guide for use in Activities of Daily Living (ADLs). It is only a simple visualisation and is 
NOT intended to be scientifically accurate. 

(Note that after intense activity, such as resistance training, which almost completely 
exhausts the energy ‘reservoir’, a full recovery period of 3 minutes is advised.) 

Authors of this appendix  
Wakelin A (a), Reason S, PhD (b). 

(a) Association for Glycogen Storage Disease, UK. 
(b) International Association for Muscle Glycogen Storage Disease (USA). 
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A schematic to help patients with GSD V visualise how and when energy is depleted, and refilled to about 80% 
in about 30 seconds of rest [1]. Patients with GSD VII may also find this helpful, although their “refill” takes 
more time [2].
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Appendix 2 

Clinical Variability 
Factors that may impact functional capacity  

Cardiorespiratory fitness (CRF) is an important determinant of the clinical course of GSD V 
and GSD VII. Affected individuals are advised to engage in regular exercise in order to 
improve CRF, which in turn can make activities of daily living (ADL) easier, improve health-
related quality of life (HRQoL), and lessen the overall burden of GSD V and GSD VII.  

Unfortunately, many factors can influence the ability to achieve CRF. A review of all the 
factors that may influence physical activity tolerance is recommended for each individual. 

Author of this appendix  
Reason S, PhD, International Association for Muscle Glycogen Storage Disease (USA). 
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• Access to care/information 
• Understand nuances (recognise 

second wind in GSD V)

BARRIERS

• Chronic disease (obesity, 
diabetes, etc.) 

• Acute disease 
• Muscle Wasting

COMORBIDITIES

• Current age 
• Late diagnosis 
• Support – family, peers, clinical, 

psychological

PERSONAL

• Other genetic mutations that 
impact physical activity tolerance 

• Disease modifying mutations (ACE 
genotypes, gender)

GENETICS

• Ambient temperature extremes (heat and cold) 
• Wind 
• Terrain / surface

ENVIRONMENT

• Diet composition 
• Diet satisfaction 
• Diet compliance

NUTRITION

• Healthcare costs 
• Type of occupation (physical vs. 

sedentary)

SOCIOECONOMIC

• Frequency of regular exercise – 
aerobic & strength training 

• Aerobic capacity (VO2 max)

PHYSICAL ACTIVITY

Physical 
Activity 

Tolerance

Factors which may impact functional capacity in GSD V and  VII.

Variability factor Recommended action

Some examples 
include:

Does not understand how to get 
into ‘second-wind’

Demonstrate ‘second-wind’ using the  
12-minute walk test

BMI is >30 Discuss strategies (nutrition/exercise) 
to lower BMI

Difficulties at work related to 
physical activity intolerance

Establish reasonable modifications 
with employer
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Appendix 3 

Physical Training Guidelines 
Aerobic and resistance training 

The energy crisis in GSD V and GSD VII 

The muscle glycogen storage diseases McArdle disease (GSD V) and Tarui disease (GSD 
VII) are rare metabolic myopathies caused by homozygous or compound heterozygous 
mutations in the PYGM and PFKM genes, respectively. In GSD V a lack of the enzyme 
myophosphorylase results in impairment of muscle glycogen breakdown (glycogenolysis), 
and in GSD VII there is a complete block in glycolysis in the muscle due to deficiency of the 
enzyme phosphofructokinase; both of these disorders result in a distinct energy crisis in 
skeletal muscle metabolism [3].  

The primary issue for individuals with GSD V or GSD VII is managing muscle energy in 
order to lessen muscle fatigue, cramping, and pain during activities of daily living (ADL) and 
formal exercise. If physical activity is continued in spite of these symptoms, muscle damage 
may ensue, with the risk of exertional rhabdomyolysis, contracture and related adverse 
events. 
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Schematic representation of the percentage contribution of main energy sources for skeletal muscles during 
activity. The blue section represents the affected glycolytic system (glycogen) in patients with McArdle disease.
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Exercise with GSD V and GSD VII 

Moderate aerobic exercise interventions for people with GSD V or GSD VII are beneficial 
and safe, and will improve aerobic endurance [4]. However, there are some rules to follow 
within the type of training.  
● Patients with GSD V have severely limited adenosine-5′-triphosphate (ATP) 

resynthesis due to both the absence of glycogenolysis and limited mitochondrial 
oxidative phosphorylation because of reduced substrate availability.  

● Patients with GSD VII cannot catalyse the conversion of fructose 6-phosphate to 
fructose 1,6-bisphosphate; accordingly, the use of both muscle glycogen and blood 
glucose is blocked.  

Thus, the exercise intolerance in patients with GSD V or GSD VII is caused by an 
imbalance between muscle energy demand and supply [3]. During high intensity aerobic and 
all anaerobic exercise, skeletal muscle is dependent upon glycolysis for energy. Hence, in 
these patients during short-term moderate-to-vigorous physical exertion, requiring anaerobic 
metabolism and a high glycolytic flux for oxidative combustion, an acute energy crisis 
occurs. Within the first minutes of exercise, and with increased intensity of ongoing exercise, 
unpleasant symptoms occur, which include tachycardia, severe muscle pain and fatigue. If 
exercise continues at the same intensity despite these symptoms, a muscle cramp occurs. This 
can result in severe muscle damage (rhabdomyolysis), leading to a contracture involving 
muscle tenderness, swelling and weakness. Rhabdomyolysis leads to the release of the 
muscle protein myoglobin, which is excreted through the kidneys, causing a reddish-brown 
discoloration of urine known as myoglobinuria. This can lead to acute renal failure, which 
may require dialysis and intensive care to reverse [4].  

Patients with GSD V experience a ‘second-wind’, which is not shown to occur in those 
with GSD VII. If physical activity continues in a gentle manner, with the patient repeatedly 
slowing down or pausing when symptomatic, and then resuming activity once asymptomatic, 
after approximately 8-10 minutes the ‘second-wind’ phenomenon will occur. At this time 
symptoms will begin to subside and physical activity can be pursued more freely [6–9]. 
‘Second-wind’ in GSD V occurs due to a change in the balance of muscle energy metabolism 
away from glycolysis and towards oxidative phosphorylation. This happens because of 
increased blood flow in the skeletal muscle, which enables the body to use alternative sources 
of energy (aerobic metabolism), such as glucose released from the liver glycogen store, and 
fatty acids, carbohydrate, and protein metabolism via mitochondrial respiration [6,10]. This 
metabolic shift enables individuals with GSD V to engage in submaximal physical activity 
with more normal muscle functioning. 

Physical activity in daily life 

In GSD V ‘second-wind’ is a useful tool that enables individuals to engage in activity/
exercise with greater ease. However, this does not apply in GSD VII. The 8-10 minutes prior 
to achieving ‘second-wind’ presents a distinct challenge. Spontaneous movement is generally 
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required in day-to-day life to carry out various ADLs, from small tasks like opening a can of 
soup and washing hair, to bigger ones such as carrying groceries or housework. Because most 
ADLs do not last longer than 8–10 minutes, patients find themselves constantly struggling to 
manage their energy output throughout the day. As ‘second-wind’ is muscle specific and 
abates following periods when those muscles are not in use, the practicality of achieving 
‘second-wind’ over and over throughout the course of a day is problematic. It is essential for 
patients to understand this. 

 

Physical exercise training 

Because of the risk of rhabdomyolysis, training in patients with  GSD V or GSD VII should, 
at least initially, take place under strict supervision. Patients with GSD V always need 5-10 
minutes to get into their ‘second-wind’ and thus improve exercise tolerance and reduce the 
risk of rhabdomyolysis [8,11–13].  

For patients with GSD V, but not in those with GSD VII, before warm-up, a glucose 
ingestion is recommended to ease transition into ‘second-wind’. For this, drinking a can of a 
conventional isotonic drink (20–30 g of glucose) 5 min before beginning to exercise is 
suggested [14]. This is especially important for sedentary patients, whereas trained patients 

Main clinical features of McArdle disease [14].
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will have developed lipid metabolism and will become less dependent on this pre-exercise 
glucose ingestion. This glucose ingestion is contraindicated in patients GSD VII, as patients 
are shown to experience an ‘out-of-wind’ phenomenon [15,16]. 

Anaerobic exercise or static muscle contractions (for example, isometric contractions for 
a long time, such as planking or wall sit) should be avoided. If a patient with GSD V or GSD 
VII starts his or her training too quickly or too intensely (anaerobic), there is a risk of 
rhabdomyolysis.  

Aerobic training 

The following guideline is established for patients with GSD V. Those with GSD VII may be 
able to carefully follow the same guideline, with the exception of ‘second-wind’, although the 
low incidence of GSD VII means there is insufficient evidence to recommend it. 

Patients should start with a very light warm-up (for example, cycling at 30 RPM without 
resistance), during which the rating of perceived pain (RPP) should not exceed 3 (on a scale 
of 0 to 10, where 0 is no pain and 10 would be maximum pain). After achieving ‘second-
wind’, moderate-intensity aerobic exercise applied gradually should help to improve muscle 
metabolism. During aerobic training (for example, brisk walking, cycling, swimming) the 
heart rate should ideally be between 50% and 75% of the maximum heart rate. The 
approximate maximum heart rate can be calculated using the Tanaka formula: 208 − (0.7 × 
age) [17]. Aerobic training intensity can also be controlled by a rating of perceived exertion 
(RPE), given the great sensitivity of muscle perception in these patients. Thus, 50–70% 
maximum heart rate is equivalent to an exercise intensity in which RPE is 5–7 (on a scale of 
0 to 10, where 0 is no effort and 10 is maximum effort) with no pain, or at least minimal pain 
(RPP ≤ 1). The frequency of training should be between 2 and 4 times a week, for a minimum 
of 20 minutes up to a maximum of 1.5 hours. Aerobic adaptations are important to improve 
submaximal physical activity tolerance [13], and to ease the transition into ‘second-wind’ in 
ADLs (such as walking). In terms of adaptations, there is a dose effect; the more days and 
hours of aerobic training a week, the easier it will be to achieve ‘second-wind’ in ADLs. After 
a training session, light dynamic stretching and good hydration are recommended. 

Resistance exercise 

For GSD VII, the low incidence means that there is not adequate clinical data to recommend 
strength training. 

Strength training in patients with GSD V should be carried out on 2–3 non-consecutive 
days per week to achieve training adaptations (increase in muscle mass, changes to a lower 
severity class, decrease in baseline CK and absence of fixed muscle weakness) and must meet 
certain guidelines to avoid risk of contractures or rhabdomyolysis [3,18,19].  

In addition to glycogen, another short burst of energy for high intensity exercise is 
provided via the phosphagen pathway (ATP–phosphocreatine system). This allows for 
anaerobic activities lasting up to 10 seconds at maximal exercise intensity [20,21]. The more 
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intense the exercise is, the faster the energy is consumed from the ATP–phosphocreatine 
system. It takes around 3 minutes to fully replenish this energy source [19]. As this metabolic 
pathway is not impaired in GSD V, patients may exercise safely when keeping within the ∼10 
seconds of energy availability [3]. Therefore, for resistance or strength exercise, the 6-second 
rule applies; power efforts should not last longer than 6 seconds. After that, the creatine 
phosphate pool may become empty and the patient cannot switch to anaerobic metabolism.  

The ideal strength session structure would be:  

Warm-up: First, a small intake (~20–30 g) of simple carbohydrate (330 ml of 
conventional isotonic drink) [8,14] to improve glucose flow to the muscle. After 10–15 
minutes walk/pedal for 12 minutes and then do 12 minutes of exercise in an arm-crank 
ergometer. This approach will trigger the occurrence of the ‘second-wind’ in both upper and 
lower body muscles. 

Strength training: Strength training must be carried out using equipment to exercise large 
muscle groups [18,19]. Sets of 6 repetitions are recommended to avoid depletion of the 
phosphagen deposits (and therefore avoid muscular crisis) [18,19]. It is recommended to 
gently stretch for 10–30 seconds after each set, to reduce stiffness [3,18,19]. It is important to 
follow a circuit training structure, rotating on multiple equipment to give a recovery time of 
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at least 3 minutes between sets, to facilitate phosphagen resynthesis. As an example, a typical 
strength training session would be to perform 3 to 4 turns to a circuit: Leg Press → Chest 
Press → Seated Rowing or Lat Pull Down → Abdominal Machine [18]. The load (kg) on 
each equipment should be set to elicit an RPE of 6-7 and an RPP of 0–1 (both on scales of 0–
10) at the end of the set. Load (kg) can be increased when RPE remains below 6 for two 
consecutive sessions. In the event of perceiving pain rising quickly it is important to stop the 
exercise, or risk contracture. When resting, it is recommended to undertake dynamic 
movements (without load) and gentle stretching until this perception disappears and then to 
continue the circuit. 

Cool-down: It is recommended to undertake low intensity dynamic exercise (for example, 
pedalling or walking) and to end the session by doing a global passive stretching routine and 
to hydrate with plain water [19]. 

Authors of this appendix  
Maas D, PT, MSc (a), Groothuis J, MD, PhD (a), Voermans N, MD, PhD (b), Santalla A, PhD (c). 

(a) Radboud University Medical Centre, Department of Rehabilitation, Donders Institute for Brain, 
Cognition, and Behaviour, Nijmegen, The Netherlands. 

(b) Department of Neurology, Donders Institute for Brain, Cognition and Behaviour, Radboud University 
Medical Centre, Nijmegen, The Netherlands. 

(c) Department of Sports Sciences, Universidad Pablo de Olavide, Seville, Spain. 
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Appendix 4 

Concomitant Conditions 
Established and emerging concomitant conditions 

In addition to the typical muscle-related symptoms, there may be an increased prevalence of 
other conditions in patients with GSD V or GSD VII. Some conditions, such as gout are well 
documented in patients with GSD V, whereas others, such as ocular involvement in GSD V, 
are emerging. This appendix provides an overview of established and emerging conditions. 

Cardiology 

GSD V is typically associated with an exaggerated cardiovascular response (tachycardia) to 
physical activity. There is a growing body of evidence associating GSD V with increased risk 
of coronary artery disease (CAD) manifesting as exertional angina [22] or cardiomyopathy 
with electrocardiogram (ECG) changes and focal areas of gadolinium enhancement at cardiac 
MRI [23,24]. The Euromac registry for muscle glycogenosis reports CAD in 8.3% of patients 
with GSD V [25]. The pathophysiology of the cardiac manifestation in GSD V is not fully 
understood. Cardiac muscle biopsy in patients with GSD V does not show any histologic 
abnormality and there is full expression of glycogen phosphorylase in its non-muscle-specific 
isoforms [22]. A tentative explanation relates the ischaemic heart disease to the strain 
imposed on the heart by the exaggerated cardiovascular response to exercise. 

Routine yearly ECG and, in the case of suspicion (especially in obese and hypertensive 
individuals), a cardiac MRI should be considered in the management of patients with GSD V. 

Cardiac involvement in GSD VII is reported at autopsy in 21% of cases with the systemic 
infantile form [26] and it is a relevant feature of the rodent model [27]. There is no extensive 
assessment of cardiac function in patients with GSD VII and therefore its relevance could be 
underestimated. One single Italian patient with GSD VII with unexplained hypertrophic 
cardiomyopathy has been reported [28]. No specific indications can therefore be provided 
regarding cardiac monitoring in GSD VII, but reporting of occasional concurrent 
cardiomyopathy and GSD VII is encouraged. 

The exercise stress test, usually requested when coronary pathology is suspected, should 
not be requested in muscle GSD patients due to the risk of muscle contracture.  Monitoring 
the levels of cardiac troponins might offer a reliable alternative to exercise testing [29]. 

Rheumatology 

Gout arthritis, albeit rare, is the leading rheumatic co-morbidity in GSD VII, but is much less 
prevalent in GSD V [30,31].  Eight cases have been described in the literature, all of which 
are associated with the so-called “myogenic hyperuricaemia” [32]. Recurrence of gout in 
muscle GSD follows the known prevalence in middle-aged males (only one female patient 
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with GSD V and gout has been described). In many reported cases, the diagnosis of GSD V 
came years after the emergence of joint symptoms, and sometimes the typically elevated CK 
level was interpreted as a side effect of colchicine treatment. 

Gout or hyperuricaemia have been reported in 28 patients (11.7%) with GSD V in the 
Euromac registry [23]. Both disorders are associated with higher urate and ammonia 
production. The biochemical explanation probably lies in the increased clearance of 
adenosine monophosphate (AMP) through deamination to inosine monophosphate (IMP). 
AMP removal is needed to drive the condensation of 2 adenosine diphosphate (ADP) into 
adenosine triphosphate (ATP) + AMP to provide energy in acute anaerobic conditions [32]. 
Treatment with allopurinol or febuxostat is advised to control hyperuricaemia, whereas 
colchicine or anakinra have been used to treat arthritis. Urate kidney stones may occur in 
hyperuricaemic subjects and appropriate periodic non-invasive imaging (ultrasound) is 
warranted in these patients. 

Nephrology 

Acute renal failure is discussed in section 6.2 of the GSD V and GSD VII CPG. Even more 
rare is the occurrence of chronic renal failure (1%), mostly due to tubulointerstitial 
nephropathy secondary to repeated episodes of rhabdomyolysis.  Intensivists and 
nephrologists caring for patients with acute or chronic kidney pathology should be alerted to 
the possible (or established) diagnosis of GSD V or GSD VII. Conversely, neurologists 
should consider monitoring renal function in patients with GSD V or GSD VII who present 
with recurrent myoglobinuria.  There is no report of age-related decrease in renal function in 
GSD V or GSD VII.  

Psychology 

Psychiatric/psychological conditions are among the most frequent disorders misdiagnosed in  
patients with muscle GSD, especially in females with GSD V [33]. The psychological 
consequences of a missed or delayed diagnosis has not been investigated systematically. 
Three psychological phases can be described in patients with muscle GSD:  pre-diagnosis, 
searching for a diagnosis, and post-diagnosis. Patients show similar strategies in the first two 
phases but differ in their coping style when facing the third [34].  

The psychological profile of patients with muscle GSDs has been described mainly in 
relation to pain characteristics and coping strategies [35]. Pain is the most pervasive 
complaint of patients with GSD V or GSD VII. Both exercise-induced and permanent pain 
have been reported, with avoidance behaviour being the most frequent coping style. A 
significant gender difference was noted both in the prevalence of persistent pain and in 
coping strategies, with higher prevalence of permanent pain and pain-related endurance 
coping in females. Major depression is not a feature but mild depression can be detected in up 
to 30% of patients with GSD V [35]. Thirty-one percent of patients from a British cohort 
reported being treated at some time for anxiety, depression or bipolar disorders [36]. 
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Psychiatric comorbidity in the Euromac GSD V cohort is found in 6.6% of patients, with 
depression and anxiety being most prevalent [25]. The systematic appraisal of the 
psychological profile should be part of the management for patients with muscle GSD. 

Endocrinology 

Diabetes (mainly type 2 diabetes (T2D)) and thyroid pathology (either thyrotoxicosis, hyper- 
or hypo-thyroidism, or cancer) are the most commonly reported endocrine comorbidities in 
GSD V. Abnormal glucose response and insulin resistance have been described both in the 
GSD V mouse model and in patients [37]. Increased glucose capture may represent an 
adaptive response of the muscle to facilitate glycolysis. Diabetes as a comorbidity with GSD 
V has been predominantly described in single patients [38,39], but a systematic search 
revealed a prevalence among patients with GSD V of 12% [40].  These prevalence rates are 
not higher than those reported for the general population in high- and middle-income 
countries [41]. 

 Despite the lack of systematic information on the prevalence of diabetes in GSD VII, 
there is data that indicates that deficiency of PFKM subtype in humans may be associated 
with an impaired oscillatory insulin secretion pattern and insulin resistance [42,44]. 
Nevertheless, the description of T2D in GSD VII is limited to isolated cases [44,44]. Periodic 
monitoring of glycosylated haemoglobin levels should be included in follow-up care of 
patients with GSD V and those with GSD VII.  The effect of a low carbohydrate diet in 
patients with both diabetes and GSD V might be an avenue to explore systematically. 
Similarly, as regular exercise is advised in patients with T2D [46] and aerobic exercise has 
been shown to be beneficial in GSD V and GSD VII, one can safely recommend regular mild 
aerobic exercise to patients with T2D and GSD V or GSD VII. 

More obscure is the mechanism underlying thyroid pathology (mostly hypothyroidism) in 
GSD V. Nine percent of patients with GSD V in the Euromac cohort reported some form of 
thyroid involvement [25]. Thyroid pathology is common in hepatic GSDs (types I, III,  
VI and IX), but it is not a known feature of muscle GSDs.  More data are required to clarify 
this issue. 

Ophthalmology 

Ocular involvement in GSD V includes reported eyelid weakness resulting in epiphora and 
ectropion [47], but no further cases were reported. Ptosis has been reported [48] in 8 middle-
aged Euromac registry patients (3.2%) [25]. More relevant clinically and scientifically is 
pattern dystrophy of the retinal pigment epithelium (RPE) [49–51]. This was interpreted as 
‘double trouble’ or as the result of chromosome 11 defects extending to multiple genes. Five 
more cases have been described [53,53], in which complete evaluation (laser 
ophthalmoscopy, fundus autofluorescence, optical coherence tomography (OCT), OCT 
angiography, and electroretinograpy) was coupled with an extended search for mutations in 
genes associated with RPE (negative). In the recent cases, GSD V was confirmed by 
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molecular methods and the genotype in each case reflected the mutation frequency described 
in most GSD V cohorts (PYGM c148C>T). 

Almost all patients were 52 to 68 years old. An initial finding was some pattern-like 
lesions in RPE during routine funduscopy, but in most cases, the retinal abnormalities 
(perimacular yellow flecks) were associated with decreased vision (down to 20/80). The 
findings include hyperreflective deposits in the subretinal space, abnormal OCT, and atrophy 
or even absence of the ellipsoid zone. The pathophysiology is still unknown. Glycogen is 
found in the rods and the cones, together with glycogen synthase and phosphorylase. In 
human RPE the brain and the muscle isoforms of glycogen phosphorylase are expressed [54]. 
A hypothesis calls for a defect in glycogenolysis within the high-energy requiring RPE, 
causing failure of energy production and glycogen storage. A differential expression of the 
two glycogen phosphorylase isoforms in rods and cones, as described in the mouse [55] could 
explain the selective involvement of the macular area. Less understandable is the asymmetry 
of the disease and the late progressive nature of the defect. In one case a single injection of 
anti-VEGF (ranibizumab 0.5mg/0.05ml) was followed by complete resolution of symptoms 
and retinal lesions in 2 months [50]. In adult patients with GSD V a funduscopy evaluation is 
warranted. If abnormalities are detected, laser ophthalmoscopy, fundus autofluorescence and 
OCT should be performed. Yearly follow up is advisable. 

Weakness or fatigue in specific muscles (for example, the levator palpebrae or inspiratory 
muscles) can lead to peculiar complaints (for example, ptosis or unexplained dyspnoea) and 
can lead to patients seeking help from ophthalmologists or pneumologists. Clinicians should 
be aware that focal presentation of exertional or fixed weakness might be the manifestation of 
a metabolic muscle disorder. 

Haematology 

Haemolytic Anaemia (HA) is a form of anaemia due to haemolysis, an abnormal breakdown 
of red blood cells in blood vessels (intravascular haemolysis) or in other organs 
(extravascular). 

Among the clinical conditions characterised by HA and myopathies, it is important to 
avoid misdiagnosis. For this purpose, the role of the haematologist is relevant. The 
contemporary presence of HA, hyperuricaemia, hyperbilirubinaemia and increased 
reticulocytosis is highly suggestive of a genetic metabolic disorder involving blood and 
skeletal muscle. Bearing in mind these clues, PFK deficiency is the major candidate. 

Authors of this appendix  
Martinuzzi A, MD PhD (a), Reason S, PhD (b). 

(a) Istituto di Ricovero e Cura a Carattere Scientifico Eugenio Medea-Associazione “La Nostra  
Famiglia”, Italy. 

(b) International Association for Muscle Glycogen Storage Disease (USA). 
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Appendix 5 

Publications and Resources 
Useful resources for medical professionals and patients 

Links to most of these publications and other resources can be found at: www.iamgsd.org 
 
Resource Title Audience/s Description

Paperback 
books

101 Tips for a 
Good Life with 
McArdle’s

1) Patients An illustrated guide to managing the disease 
day-to-day. Euromac editions available in 
multiple languages. Wakelin A, 2012. 164pp.

The McArdle 
Disease Handbook

1) Patients 
2) Medical 
professionals

Plain English guide to the scientific and 
medical research on the disease, with reference 
to over 250 original papers. Birch K, 2011. 
208pp. Also in German and Italian.

One Step at a 
Time

1) Patients An account of a group of people with GSD V 
on a 32-day walk across Wales and what they 
learnt. Reason SL, 2013. 96pp.

Booklets McArdle Disease 
Medical Overview

1) GPs and 
other 
professionals 
2) Patients

A general introduction to the condition. An 
essential guide for general practitioners 
supporting patients with GSD V (McArdle 
disease). Euromac editions available in 8 
languages. Wakelin A, 2014-2020. 18pp.

Living with 
McArdle Disease

1) Patients In-depth patient’s guide to protecting 
themselves, starting an exercise programme 
and improving their techniques. Wakelin A,
(online edition). 50pp.

Leaflets At Home with 
McArdle’s

1) Friends and 
family of 
patients

A guide to GSD V to help family and friends to 
understand and support the affected person. 
IamGSD, 2017. 6pp. English, German and 
French.

At Work with 
McArdle’s

1) Employer 
2) Patients

A guide to GSD V to help family and friends to 
understand and support the affected person. 
IamGSD, 2017. 4pp. English, German and 
French.

At School with 
McArdle’s

1) Teachers 
and schools

A guide to GSD V and how to accommodate 
and support affected pupils. IamGSD, 2016. 
6pp. English, German and French.

Card Information/ 
emergency card

1) Patients Pocket information card for patients with GSD 
V who need help or who require assistance to 
decide whether they need medical attention.  
4 pages. Available in 8 languages. (GSD VII 
card in English only.)
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† Some national GSD support groups also offer Facebook groups in their languages and 
useful resources through their websites. 

Authors of this appendix  
Wakelin A (a), Reason S, PhD (b). 

(a) Association for Glycogen Storage Disease, UK. 
(b) International Association for Muscle Glycogen Storage Disease (USA). 

Websites † IamGSD 1) Patients 
2) Medical 
professionals

Detailed information about GSD V (McArdle 
disease), GSD VII (Tarui disease) and other 
Muscle GSDs. www.iamgsd.org. Automated 
translation into 100 languages.

Euromac Registry 1) Medical 
professionals 
2) Patients

Information about the Euromac Registry for 
people with GSD V (McArdle disease) and 
other very rare muscle GSDs. 
www.euromacregistry.eu

Videos Youtube channel: 
“IamGSD videos”

1) Patients Video tips and some introductions to GSD V 
(McArdle disease); some have versions with 
subtitles in several languages. From IamGSD.

Youtube channel: 
“GSD Screen”

1) Patients Videos of patient stories, talks presentations 
about GSD V (McArdle disease), and other 
GSDs. From AGSD-UK.

Euromac registry 1) Medical 
professionals

An introduction to the work of the Euromac 
Registry. Euromac, 2011. Search Youtube for 
Euromac Registry.

McArdle Disease 
& Euromac

1) Medical 
professionals

A conference overview of GSD V (McArdle 
disease) and Euromac. Quinlivan R, 2014. 
www.youtube.com/watch?v=kSgyEK1w-d8

Online 
support †

Facebook groups 1) Patients A range of private groups managed by 
IamGSD for patients and parents to exchange 
experiences and support. See details on 
IamGSD website: www.iamgsd.org

Courses The McArdle’s 
Experience

1) Patients 7-day residential courses for people with GSD 
V (McArdle disease) and GSD VII (Tarui 
disease). Details from AGSD-UK and 
IamGSD.
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